MEETING 69 OF THE LEGACY LAND CONSERVATION COMMISSION

DATE: WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 4, 2019
TIME: 12:30 PM
PLACE: DIVISION OF FORESTRY & WILDLIFE
MAUNUI BASEYARD CONFERENCE ROOM
685 HALEAKALĀ HIGHWAY
KAHULUI, HAWAI‘I 96732*

RECONVENE: THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 5, 2019
TIME: 9:00 AM
PLACE: DIVISION OF FORESTRY & WILDLIFE
MAUNUI BASEYARD CONFERENCE ROOM
685 HALEAKALĀ HIGHWAY
KAHULUI, HAWAI‘I 96732*

RECONVENE: FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 6, 2019
TIME: 8:00 AM
PLACE: DIVISION OF FORESTRY & WILDLIFE
MAUNUI BASEYARD CONFERENCE ROOM
685 HALEAKALĀ HIGHWAY
KAHULUI, HAWAI‘I 96732*

AGENDA**

1. Call to order:
   • Public Notice (Section 92-7, Hawai‘i Revised Statutes)***
   • Quorum (Section 173A-2.4(b), Hawai‘i Revised Statutes)
   • Introductions (Commission, Staff, applicants, and others in attendance)

2. Announcements.

3. Move-up Items.
   The Commission may vote to change the order of presentations and discussion under Item 4 to facilitate travel and to accommodate scheduling preferences for applicants.

The timing guideline for Items 1-3 is ten minutes, total.